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3. Treating ideal gas as a system governed by classical
statistics: derive the Maxwell-Boltzmann law of distribution
of molecular speeds. 7

1. Taking the case of n particles distributed in2 compartments
with equal a priori probability, discuss the variation of
probability of a macrostate on account of small deviation
from the state of maximum probability. 7

2. Four distinguishable particles are to be distributed among
two compartments. The first compartment is divided into
3 cells and second into 2 cells. All the cells are of equal
a priori probability and there is no restrictions on number
of particles that can go into any cell. Calculate the values
of W(4,O), W(3,1), W(2,2), W(l,3), W(O,4). 7
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8. Starting from four thermodynamical potentials, derive
Maxwell's thermodynamic relations. 7

4(ii) adiabatic expansion.

SECTION-D

7. (a) Derive an expression for (Cp-C) for van der Waals'
gas. 5

(b) Why does a rubber string heat up on stretching?
2

5. Discuss the thermodynamics ofa thermocouple. Derive
an expression for (dE/dT) and (d1E/dP) for a thermocouple,
where E and T have their usual meanings. 7

6. (a) What is disorder? Why does a natural system always
tend to change in the direction of increasing
disorder? 3

(b) Derive an expression for the work done during:

(i) isothermal expansion

SECTION-C

4. Show that Wein's displacement law and Stefan's law of
radiation can be obtained from Planck's law of radiation.

7
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